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Responsible:   Building:

Task:

The principal uploads artifacts as PDFs to the Evidence Folder and completes the Portfolio Reflection
Form in TalentEd PRIOR to the Summative Evaluation Meeting. During the meeting, the principal and
supervisor discuss how the artifacts collected provide evidence of the principal's performance on the
Five Essential Practices of School Leadership Framework.

1. Build Shared Purpose:The most effective leaders develop a compelling, shared organizational
vision and ensure the vision is lived in the daily work of educators. 

Indicator 1.1: Support School Mission

How does artifact 1 reflect support of the school mission.  required

2. Focus on Learning: The leader engages in instructional leadership to develop and maintain
student access to appropriate, ambitious, and strong instructional programs focused on academic
excellence and social and emotional development.< 

Indicator 2.1: Improve the Instructional Program
 

Indicator 2.2: Support Teachers' Development of a Positive Classroom Climate

How does artifact 2 reflect the improvement of instructional programs and
development of a positive school climate?  required

3. Manage Organizational Systems: The leader acts strategically and systematically to create
teaching and learning conditions that are safe and supportive by aligning financial resources,
human capital, data, and other resources. 

Indicator 3.1: Manage the Organizational Structure 
 

Indicator 3.2: Lead and Develop Personnel
 

Indicator 3.3: Manage Resources
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How does artifact 3 reflect the managing of the organizational structure, leading and
developing personnel, and managing resources?  required

4. Collaborate with Community: The leader ensures that parents and community organizations are
engaged with the school. 

Indicator 4..1: Collaborate With Families and Stakeholders, and Respond to Diverse Community Needs

How does artifact 4 reflect collaboration with stakeholders and response to diverse
community needs.  required

5. Leadership Practice 5: Lead with Integrity: The leader models professionalism by acting with
integrity and making his or her learning visible. 

Indicator 5.1: Demonstrate Personal and Professional Responsibility

How does artifact 5 demonstrate personal and professional responsibility.  required
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If the attachment will not upload properly, click here to try the alternate version.

 

Comments

Comments from about this form:

Share History
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